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Abstract

Scientific literacy is one of the main and key aspects of facing various challenges in the 21st century. Building students’ scientific literacy does not mean making every student a future scientist. However, this is more about building their knowledge of science and technology to play a role in making choices that impact the survival of life today and in the future. This study aimed to analyze the scientific literacy skills of Islamic Junior High School students in Indonesia by using PISA questions from the previous year and finding out their perceptions of PISA academic literacy questions. This study used a sequential explanatory research method with a mixed quantitative and qualitative approach. A total of 150 students from eight Islamic Junior High Schools in West Sumatra and DKI Jakarta Provinces in Indonesia were selected using a purposeful sampling technique. The instruments used are scientific literacy tests to collect quantitative data, interview guides, and open questionnaires for qualitative data. The quantitative data obtained were analyzed by descriptive statistics, while the qualitative data were analyzed by thematic analysis. The results show that the science literacy score of Indonesian Students in Islamic Junior High School students is lower than the average value of the OECD countries and the United States. Then, the students also thought that the scientific literacy questions tested were difficult because they rarely got similar questions. This results also suggest that several factors cause the low literacy scores of Islamic junior high school students, namely their lack of habit of working on similar questions, the limited number of teachers in giving questions that promote critical and analytical thinking skills and the low desire of students to read and explore knowledge other than what they get in school.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in science and technology have not only caused humans to be free from challenges in this digital era. Various challenges threaten human survival in the 21st century. Call it the availability of clean water and insufficient food, the emergence of new types of diseases and viruses, and the need for renewable energy to replace fossil energy resources. Scientific literacy skills then become the main and key aspect of facing these various challenges.

Building millennial scientific literacy does not mean making every student a future scientist. However, this is more about building their knowledge of science and technology to play a role in making choices that impact the survival of life today and in the future. Then, as global citizens, they are also required to understand various scientific issues closely related to social problems to contribute to society and the environment.
Several tests and evaluations are carried out to determine the scientific literacy ability, one of which is PISA (Programme of International Students Assessment) issued by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). PISA tests the skills and knowledge of fifteen-year-old students in the fields of mathematics (mathematic literacy), reading (reading literacy), and science (science literacy). In 2015, 72 countries took part in the PISA test focusing on scientific literacy, including Indonesia (OECD 2016).

Indonesia's participation in PISA is nothing new. Indonesia has participated in this activity since the emergence of the first PISA program in 2000. Unfortunately, the results shown by Indonesian students selected by the random sampling method were very disappointing. Based on PISA results in the last three periods, Indonesia still gets below average results. In 2009 Indonesia was ranked fifth from the bottom, with an average score of 383. Then in 2012, there was a decline in ranking, which was ranked second from the bottom and the average score decreased by one point to 382.

Furthermore, the results of PISA scientific literacy in 2015 showed Indonesia occupies the 64th position out of 72 countries that participated in the activity with a score of 401. Although the average value of Indonesia's scientific literacy skills increased in 2015, it is still far below the average score of all students, which is 490. Meanwhile, in 2018, Indonesia was ranked 74th among 79 countries, with 396 (OECD, 2016).

The PISA test results for the last three periods seem to indicate that the scientific literacy of Indonesian students is still relatively low. Unfortunately, the available data do not provide a comprehensive picture and publication on Islamic students’ scientific literacy is very limited. The sample selection and the number of samples tested in Indonesia and which students from public schools and Islamic schools were sampled were never presented clearly. This gap can be used as a foothold to carry out studies and research, which attracts researchers to conduct studies related to the scientific literacy skills of Islamic junior high school students in Indonesia.

This topic will be an important and interesting part of the study because research must be current and fill the gap due to limited studies and information related to topics in the Muslim community. Besides that, this research is expected to have added value, for example, the contribution of information and knowledge related to topics that have never been published before, namely the scientific literacy ability of Islamic schools Tsanawiyah students in the country assessed based on the framework issued by PISA.

The term scientific literacy has been used in science education research for nearly five decades. The term first appeared in print when Paul DeHart Hurd published his article Scientific Literacy: Meaning for American Schools in 1958 (Bybee, 1997; DeBoer, 2000; Laugksch,

Since Hurd introduced the term scientific literacy, several scholars have reviewed and proposed definitions of scientific literacy. Agin (1974) proposed that scientific literacy is an individual’s ability to understand scientific products and processes and how science and social activities are interrelated and interrelated in terms of concepts, methods, and applications. Accordingly, the National Academy of Sciences (1995) defines scientific literacy as knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts and processes necessary for personal decision making, participation in civic and cultural affairs, and economic productivity) suggests that scientific literacy, in a narrow sense, is the ability to read and write scientific publications. These various definitions indicate that many scholars have attempted to define the term scientific literacy; however, there is no universally accepted definition (DeBoer, 2000). Students should be able to apply scientific principles to examine evidence and evaluate assertions about the world around them, according to all of these definitions (Shaffer et al, 2019).

Despite the differences in the definition of scientific literacy, experts today believe that scientific literacy is one of the main goals of science education. Roth and Baton (2004) argue that science educators and policymakers agree that scientific literacy is important for educational success.

The main idea of viewing scientific literacy as an educational goal is to educate students about science to be relevant to their daily lives. In other words, science teachers must help students to understand scientific phenomena that occur in everyday life. It implies that science education is for all students; it does not aim to produce scientists and engineers but rather to produce scientifically literate citizens. It means that science education makes science accessible to all students, whether they become scientists or not. Bybee and Ben-Zvi (1998) suggest that students should be taught about inquiry and the scientific method from an early age. Furthermore, Hodson (2000) suggests that science teachers should make science accessible by exploring what they teach, whom they teach, and the ultimate goal of teaching a given material.

Given the importance of science literacy, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) OECD organizes student literacy assessments through the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA). PISA is a fairly unique standardized test. The material tested is not directly related to the school curriculum. OECD (2006) revealed that PISA is designed to determine the extent to which students can apply their knowledge to real-life situations. PISA focuses on one subject during each assessment year, whereas PISA 2015 focuses on the scientific literacy domain.
To this day, several studies have examined education policy on the effects of PISA since it was first introduced in 2000. These studies have shown that the public and governments of several countries respond actively to PISA results. In response to widely considered poor PISA results, the French government reformed the education system and primary school curriculum (Baird et al., 2011; Dobbins and Martens, 2012). Similarly, the negative results of the PISA test motivated the German government to change their education system (Knodel et al., 2013; Grek, 2009) and introduce new national education standards (Neuman et al., 2010). PISA results prompted the Norwegian government to introduce a national quality assessment system (NKVS) in 2004 and a national curriculum for knowledge promotion in 2016 (Baird et al., 2011). In Canada, PISA's impact motivates federal and provincial governments to evaluate government investment in education and measure Canada's competitiveness in the emerging workforce (Knighton et al., 2010).

METHOD

The method used in this research is a sequential explanatory research method with a mixed quantitative and qualitative approach. The mixed research method carried out in this study is explanatory sequential, which is a mixed method that is interesting for individuals with a strong quantitative background to a qualitative approach (mixed methods). Explanatory sequential research involves a two-phase project in which the researcher collects quantitative data in the first phase, analyzes the results, and then uses the results of the first phase to plan the second phase (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). This design aims to help qualitative data explain in detail the initial quantitative results. A simple description of the explanatory sequential method used can be seen from the flowchart image below.

Figure 1. Explanatory sequential research flow to be carried out

Quantitative data was obtained by distributing instruments in a scientific literacy test to 150 students of 7 Islamic Junior High Schools (Islamic schools Tsanawiyah) in the Provinces of West Sumatra and DKI Jakarta, Indonesia. The subjects of this study were selected using purposive sampling and selected as the research sample. The scientific literacy essay instrument used is a question of 30 items adopted from the PISA questions that have been released, and
then the researchers translate them into Indonesian. To compare Indonesia's ability with developed country students and the OECD average, the researchers used secondary data from the National Center for Education Statistics related to American student scores and the OECD average (National Centre for Education Statistics, 2015). Researchers chose America because data for other countries were not available, so researchers can access only this data. At least this can provide an overview of students' ability in Islamic schools in Indonesia compared to students from developed countries and the OECD average. Considering the pandemic conditions that do not allow data collection by an interview in several places, in addition to interviews, the researcher also provides an open questionnaire to research respondents to find out their perception of PISA scientific literacy.

The quantitative data obtained were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Researchers use Microsoft Excel to analyze the data and present the data in graphs or tables. Then for the qualitative data, the researcher used a thematic analysis approach. Thematic analysis is an analytical process that qualitative encoding information in qualitative research (Ramli, 2014). Braun and Clarke (2006) provide a more comprehensive strategy for thematic analysis. According to Braun and Clarke, thematic analysis can be carried out in 6 steps: familiarizing with the data, initial coding, finding themes, reviewing themes, determining and naming themes, and writing reports. Adapting the strategy of Braun and Clarke (2006) above, the researcher will develop his thematic analysis model for this research. The researcher divides the thematic analysis into three phases, namely, from data to coding, creating themes, and from themes to reports.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The quantitative data obtained are the scores of 150 students who answered the instrument in a scientific literacy test consisting of 10 discourses and 30 questions. Based on the data obtained, it can be seen that the ability of Islamic schools students is below the average of students in OECD countries, as shown in Figure 2.
Then, if we compare it with the average American student who answered the similar questions, we will get the following picture.

Figure 2. Comparison of Islamic Junior High Schools’ student scores vs OECD country average scores

From the two graphs above, it can be seen that, in general, the number of Islamic schools students who answered scientific literacy questions was below the score of United States students and the OECD average. However, this does not mean that this value applies to all questions. Several questions show that Islamic schools students have higher scores than OECD students and United States students in the second, third, and sixth discourses.

There are three types of questions in the test: yes and no, multiple-choice, and essay. Researchers tried to compare the scores of multiple-choice essay questions and compare them with the average OECD countries and the United States. From this comparison, a graph is obtained, as shown in Figure 4 below.
From the table above, it can be seen that the ability to answer essay questions for Islamic schools students is below the OECD average and the United States. Only for questions number 8 and 12 only where the score of Islamic Schools students are above the OECD and U.S. average.

As for the multiple-choice questions, as shown in the graph, the percentage of Islamic schools students who answered questions no. 4, 5, 7, and 9 were above the U.S. and the OECD average. It shows that Islamic schools students' ability to answer multiple-choice questions is better than answering essay questions. It may be because Islamic schools students are more familiar with multiple-choice questions than essay questions. Overall the scores obtained by the students, if grouped based on the average value, will be obtained in Table 1.
From Table 1 above, it can be seen that only 1% of Islamic schools students can answer questions with scores above 75%. Most students do not have good scientific literacy skills or are still relatively low. It confirms the report from the OECD based on the results of the PISA test that the scientific literacy ability of Indonesian students is still low (OECD, 2019).

In this study, researchers also investigated the perceptions of Islamic schools students on scientific literacy questions. The researcher looked at how the students saw the questions and the extent to which they had received some questions in class.

Table 2. Students' opinions on the difficulty level of scientific literacy questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students' Opinions on the Difficulty of Science Literacy Questions</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quite Difficult</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Difficult</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2 above, it can be seen that only 2% consider science literacy questions to be in the easy category. 49% considered it rather difficult, 40% considered it difficult, and 9% considered it difficult. Seeing the students' responses to the level of difficulty of the questions, which 49 stated that they were difficult and very difficult, it is not surprising that the scores obtained were below the OECD average. It means that questions like this are still considered difficult, so they will certainly be overwhelmed in answering them.

Table 3. Students' opinions about teachers having given questions such as the PISA test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience of students working on similar questions</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ever</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Students' opinions on how often teachers give questions like in this test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Opinions About How Often Teachers Give Questions Like in This Test</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seldom</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quite Often</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Often</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the Table 3 and 4 above, it can be seen that almost 70% of students assume their teacher has given questions in the same format or form in class. However, almost 50% of them said that their teacher rarely gave similar questions. Only 10% of students often get similar questions in class. It shows that exposure to questions that prioritize high-order thinking skills affects students' ability to answer similar questions. The less often students are presented with questions that prioritize analytical thinking skills, the more difficult it will be to answer questions like in this scientific literacy test.

The data obtained from interviews and open interviews also support what has been obtained from quantitative data. As presented in table 2, only 2% of students think that these questions are easy. Some of them find it easy because they like science and like questions that test understanding, as seen from the following excerpt.

“*In my opinion, the problem is not difficult, because I am really happy with questions of understanding like this. Usually for science olympiads it's like this, so it's not that hard*”
*(Interview with students, 3 August 2020)*

“I think it is easy. Easy to understand. Maybe because I like reading magazines or reading scientific articles.*”
*(Interview with students, August 4, 2020)*

From the two interview excerpts above, it can be seen that the students who think the questions are easy are because they are already familiar with such questions. They are used to it because they have participated in science olympiads. After all, there are also essays with fairly long texts. Then some find it easy because they like scientific articles, so they are exposed to scientific issues that help them answer questions.

Some think this scientific literacy question is difficult because they have a hard time understanding the text and need extra energy and thought in answering the question, as seen from the following interview excerpts and open questionnaires.

"*Because all of these test questions must be read carefully and must be focused, and many are also poorly understood*"
*(student’s open questionnaire)*

"*Because these questions are a bit difficult to understand because we have not fully studied this material. Moreover, you need to read all of them to understand.*”
*(student’s open-ended questionnaire)*

Looking at what the students have said above, we can draw two things that make them think that the question is rather difficult. The first is because it requires understanding and their reading skills and taking the essence of what they read. It is nothing but shows that our students' skills in understanding the text are still quite low. The second aspect that made it difficult for them was that they had not learned some of the material. It is understandable because testing is not all under the curriculum, as described in the PISA document. However, what is presented
has been adjusted to the age of the participants. It indicates that our students' interest in and interest in deeper into content outside of school lessons is still quite low.

Similar to the group of students who considered the PISA questions a bit difficult, the group that chose the PISA questions was categorized as difficult and very difficult because they had not studied and were not familiar with questions like this. It can be seen from the following excerpt of an open questionnaire.

"Because there are many questions that I do not understand, and the reading is long, and I do not understand. Maybe it is because I have never answered questions like this before."

(student’s open-ended questionnaire)

Almost all students who categorize PISA questions are difficult because they are long and difficult to understand. It means that they still do not have good literacy, not only in scientific literacy but also in reading skills. They still cannot get the gist of what is being said or are not used to getting questions like this. It is corroborated by the fact presented in tables 3 and 4 that 31% of students have never received a similar question, while 69% have received a question. Of the 69% percent who stated that they had received science questions that began with text or accompanied by discourse, only 10% felt that their teachers often gave similar questions that prioritized understanding and high-order thinking skills. So it is not surprising that our students are not familiar with these HOTS questions, as they conveyed during interviews and in open questionnaires;

"I’m not used to things like this, not even ever. The questions given to us are only multiple choice questions and there is no need to read”

(student interview, 3 August)

"I am not used to it. Because I usually work on questions whose material has been studied, this question is answered with material that has not been discussed. The questions that are usually discussed are also questions that are easy and not complicated."

(student’s open-ended questionnaire)

From what the students described above, it can be seen that the learning experience will affect the students' ability to answer questions that need understanding. Their unfamiliarity with answering complex questions that require critical and analytical thinking makes it difficult to answer the PISA test. It also means that teachers have not put too much effort into training students with questions that prioritize HOTS. It is also in line with what the students stated: if they were given practice with similar questions in class, they might answer these PISA questions.

“To be able to answer questions like this, we should be taught, explained, experimented”

(student’s open-ended questionnaire)

“It is better for the teachers to familiarize us with questions like this so that we should get used to it and be able to answer questions like this”

(Student’s open-ended questionnaire)
Apart from the expectation for teachers to familiarize them with questions that hone critical and analytical thinking skills, students also believe that they should hone themselves. The students believe that by reading more diligently and exploring more diligently, they will answer the PISA questions.

"By reading more science materials/books and studying them, I will be able to answer these questions well, because some of the material was not studied"
(Student’s open-ended questionnaire)

"I have to read a lot, get to know new terms, learn to read graphs, learn to conclude an experimental step in the text.”
(Student’s open-ended questionnaire)

From the two quotations above, it can be seen that the student’s experience of learning science is still small. Students need to get more coaching related to their scientific literacy skills. Human learners understand that they are still not reading enough, not exploring science. Nevertheless, their awareness alone is certainly not enough. The presence of teachers who are ready to collaborate in building their thinking horizons will be the key to developing scientific literacy. Not teachers who only give fair multiple-choice questions and do not dare to challenge giving HOTS questions that can take their students to explore the universe to build their understanding of the classroom learning experience. It then reinforces what has been conveyed from previous research studies that students' literacy skills will be strongly influenced by teachers, school environments and lesson materials (Ramli et al. 2021, Alivernini & Manganelli 2015, and Ministry of National Education 2015)

CONCLUSION

This study aimed to analyze the scientific literacy skills of Islamic Junior High School students in Indonesia by using PISA questions from the previous year and finding out their perceptions of PISA academic literacy questions. Based on the findings, the scientific literacy ability of Islamic schools’ students is still quite low. Of the 30 PISA items in the previous year that we gave students, their scores were below the OECD average and American students. Of the 30 questions, Islamic schools’ students only outperformed the OECD and American averages in 6 item numbers; the rest were below. Then only 1% of Indonesian students have high scientific literacy skills.

Then, judging from the students' perceptions of the PISA questions, only 2% of students thought the questions were easy. The rest considered the questions given to be rather difficult, difficult and very difficult. So it is not too surprising that our scientific literacy scores lag far behind OECD countries.

However, it cannot be regretted if only a few see that scientific literacy questions are easy to conquer because they are unfamiliar with questions like this. 31% of students stated that they
never got the questions as tested. Of the 69% who felt that they had received questions from their teacher, only 10% stated they were often allowed to work on questions like this.

From what was said by the students, it can be understood that several factors influence their difficulty in conquering the questions of scientific literacy. The first is because they are very rarely exposed to questions like this. The teachers only give multiple-choice questions and those that are following the lesson. Second, teachers have not been optimal in training students with questions that prioritize high-level thinking. Third, their awareness to read and seek knowledge outside of school lessons is also still low, which causes our students' scientific literacy skills to lose to other countries.
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